
Mint Tudor Black Bay in bronze with 
ref 79250BA-0001 with caliber MT5601

Full set Price: $4,395



Mint Tudor Black Bay in bronze with ref 79250BA-0001 with caliber MT5601 - Full set

Tudor Black Bay in bronze with reference 79250BA-0001 with black round dial, cream dots 
for hours and Arabic numerals for 3, 6 and 9. On the dial, at 6 o’clock you have “200m - 
660ft – Chronometer – Officially Certified”. It is a “Swiss Made” model. The watch comes 
with cream hands, baton shape for the minute and cachet design Tudor style for the hour 
hand. The watch has a black unidirectional bezel graduated up to 50. The crown has the 
Tudor logo. The watch comes with a screwed bronze back case with engraved outside 
“Tudor Manufacture Caliber MT 5601 – 79250B”. The serial number is I978… It is an 
automatic movement with caliber MT 5601 with 25 jewels. The watch comes with a 
genuine Tudor leather brown strap and bronze Tudor buckle. Width between lugs is 23mm. 
The watch comes with the box, tag, warranty card and booklets. This watch was 
produced in 2019

The Tudor name was registered in 1906 by a Swiss watchmaker named Isaac Blumenthal in 
memory of the famous Royal English family who reign from 1495 to 1603. In 1940, Mr. 
Wilsdorf founder and owner of Rolex trade the name “The Tudor”. Since, the Rolex of the 
street guy developed beautiful watches such as the “Hydronaut” or la “Princess Date 
Chronograph” with the particularity to have ETA movement, one of the ever made. 

Technical details

Automatic movement with caliber MT5601 (Base Tudor MT 5612) with 25 jewels, 28,800 A/h 
with 70 hours of power reserve. The watch is waterproof 200m or 660 ft. It is an in-house 
Certified Chronometer (COSC) movement. 

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 43mm
Length including lugs: 52mm

Price: $4,395
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